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SECUPLUS RIPPEX 220
NO. 220001

 BLADELESS TOOL FOR TEARING OFF PAPER.

Order No. 220001.13

Paper splitting without a blade – even in multiple layers.
The SECUPLUS RIPPEX 220 is ideal for processing roll material. 
Thanks to the stable edge on the top, it is able to split single 
or multiple layers of paper from the roll. Since there is no 
blade, cutting injuries are impossible. And material shrinkage 
is also kept within limits. Because the ergonomic SECUPLUS 
RIPPEX 220 can not only be inserted precisely into the select-
ed layer. It also glides over the surface without leaving any 
marks.

Bladeless 
The SECUPLUS RIPPEX 210 made of plastic works without 
a blade. There is no sharp cutting edge on which you could 
injure yourself. This special protection considerably increases 
your safety at work. 

Bevelled edge 
The edge on the top is shaped exactly so that you can use it 
to rip paper layers. Condition: The paper is under tension. The 
straight knife nose paves the way into the roll. 

Smooth contact surface 
The underside of the SECUPLUS RIPPEX 220 is completely 
smooth and straight. So you don‘t lose speed in the roll. You 
can glide through comfortably – while the splitting work is 
done further up. 

Ergonomic handle 
You move the paper splitter forward by pushing. It is very 
pleasant that the rear part of the tool is rounded. This avoids 
pressure points and other discomfort. 

Recess and opening 
De papiersplitser beweegt u in een schuivende beweging 
naar voren. Daarbij is het zeer aangenaam dat het achterste 
deel van het gereedschap afgerond is. Dat voorkomt druk-
punten en andere klachten.

Safety technology

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Bladeless
The tool does its work without a blade. 
There is no cutting edge on which you can 
injure yourself. This special protection elim-
inates the possibility of cutting accidents.
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USAGE

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Installed blade

Spezial safety Bladeless Ergonomic For right and left handers

Layers of foil or paper Slabbing material off a roll

The tool is bladeless. Blade changing is unnecessary so not possible.
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PRODUCT AND PACKAGING DETAILS

Order No. NO. 220001.13

Knife size (L x W x H) 225 x 10 x 95 mm

Weight knife 87.0 g

Basic material Plastic

Packaging unit 20 in box (loose)

Size outer pack 300 x 158 x 106.0 mm

Weight outer pack 1778.0 g

EAN Code outer pack 4002632804366

Customs tariff number 39269097

SAFETY ADVICE

To ensure that you use your new MARTOR knife safely and 
most effectively, please read and note the following user-in-
structions. Please keep the written guide in a safe place so 
that you can access it at any time.  

1. Usage advice: Please use the product carefully for de-
scribed work only and not for any purposes other than those
that are intended. Please take the correct handling and the
proper use of the cutting tool into account in this regard.

2. Special application Instructions to avoid the danger of
injuries: Only use cutting tools that are in perfect condition
and have sharp, clean and undamaged blades. Employ the
utmost care when handling the knives. CAUTION: The blade
is sharp and can result in serious and deep cuts. Therefore,
never reach into the blade! To reduce the danger of injuries,
hold the hand that is being used to restrain and stabilise the
cutting base in such a manner that the restraining hand or
even other body parts are not endangered in the event that

the knife slips. Do not modify this product in any way. Modifi-
cations of any kind may impair product safety. CAUTION: The 
risk of injury caused by manipulation of this product is ex-
tremely high. When both cutting edges are no longer sharp, 
dispose of the knife as general waste.  

3. Non-use of the knife: Store the knife in a secure place.

4. Care instructions: Always keep the knife clean and do not
expose it to unnecessary humidity to safeguard a long ser-
vice life.
CAUTION: No liability will be assumed for consequential loss-
es. Subject to technical changes and errors! This knife does
not belong in the hands of children!

SERVICES OFFERED

Technical data sheet Consulting service
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MANUFACTURER

MARTOR KG | Lindgesfeld 28 | 42653 Solingen | Germany 
T +49 212 73870-0 | info@martor.de | www.martor.com


